
# FAQ Response

1 Where can I send questions or feedback on the system

Send all feedback to EngineParts@Kohler.com. The link appears on 

the log on page for Kohler Plus.   Email is the fastest way for a 

response in less than 24 hours.

2 Who do I contact for assistance with the system 

Dealers can contact their Central Distributor.  Central Distributors can 

contact the Kohler Service Center.  E-mail can be sent to 

EngineParts@Kohler.com.   ARI is not a source for support.

3 How do I log on the system for the first time

Enter your new user name provided by Kohler, enter an e-mail  

address,  then enter the temporary password provided by Kohler.

4 Why did I get locked out

After 5 failed attempts within 10 minutes the user will be locked out.   

User can click on contact us and provide warranty ID # and e-mail 

address or CD can contact Kohler via the 

EngineParts@Kohler.mailbox

5

How do I edit the e-mail address my company entered when we first 

logged on

Currently, the e-mail reset must be performed by Kohler, contact 

EngineParts@Kohler.com

6 Is there a user's guide for the new system.

Yes, on the log on page for Kohler Plus is a link to the Quick 

Reference Guide.  It can also be found under Associated documents 

once in the system.  A presentation  "How to use Kohler Plus" is also 

available under Associated documents

7 I don't see a guest log in anymore for Kohler Plus

Kohler Plus is password controlled for distributors, dealers and OEMs.  

Guests can access information on the Kohler e-commerce site.   A link 

to Kohler e-commerce is located on the Kohler Plus log on page

8 Some of the illustrations are not hotspotted

Older product (ie Magnum, K-series, some Command) may not have 

hotspots because of the image type

9

Why do only some of the reference numbers have boxes around 

them that you can click on and find the Kohler part number in the 

list,  but a large number of them aren’t clickable and we cannot find 

the Kohler part number?

A box around a reference number indicates the material is used in the 

spec which is referred to as hotspotting
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10

Why are there so many parts in the drawings that aren’t in the list 

with their Kohler part numbers? This is not engine specific, you can 

click on any engine and they are all missing a lot of part numbers.

Illustrations show MODEL components while hotspots are specific to 

the spec which will appear in the parts list.

11 I'm having a hard navigating and find anything. 

There is a quick reference guide located on the log on page to help 

with navigation and tips.

12 I can't find the service manual 

The service and owner's manuals are links on Kohler Plus log on page 

and they are also available at www.KohlerEngines.com

13 I can't find any bulletins

Bulletins are located under the Documents tab at top of the initial 

page.  Enter literature title with "*" and select type from dropdown.  A 

bulletin can also be associated with a spec at the details level.  If a 

bulletin is associate to a component it can be found by clicking on the 

"paper clip"

14

In the old system I could find the OEM in a list.  How can I do it in 

the new system. Click on the PARTS tab and under description enter the OEM name

15

I entered the serial number for CV14S, spec 1433, S/N 2314500704 

and I didn't get the BOM, why?

Serial numbers prior to 1998 (ie. Magnum, K-Series, some Command) 

only have one parts list version; therefore, the serial number search 

will find no results.  Search by full spec to get the parts list

16
I don't see any IPL listed under "Documents" 

IPL (illustrated parts list) is found under the SPEC tab and click on 

master assembly

17

Spec number shows no image but go lookup a Spec number close 

to it and it has image

All specs should have an image.  We are auditing to verify to ensure 

all specs have one

18

I'm spending a lot of time searching  the whole list of parts 

descriptions to find the part

Recommend to use the CNTL F function (a web browser tool) to 

search by partial description or component number

19
Why are the hot spots on wrong image identified.

We've identified an issue with reference numbers.  We are currently 

making updates

20

Why is Spec number kt725-3061 air filter 32 083 09-S pointing to 

image 16 083 04-S, ref # 8304 and not ref # 8309.

We've identified an issue with reference numbers.  We are currently 

making updates

21

Why does spec # xt173-0021 have no image but xt173-0029 it has 

image.

All specs should have an image.  We are auditing to verify to ensure 

all specs have one

22 The ‘composite’ or master parts list is too ‘busy’

We have divided the Command product composites to make them 

less busy.   You willl start seeing them posted within the month

23

I found that many of the parts were coded incorrectly by their 

respective diagram numbers.  

We've identified an issue with reference numbers.  We are currently 

making updates
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24

A reference number  wouldn’t match up to the diagram even though 

it was correct

We've identified an issue with reference numbers.  We are currently 

making updates

25

On the old Magnum I'm seeing the use of the reference number 

multiple times. For example item number 4 shows 7 times.

Older product (ie Magnum, K-series, some Command) used the parts 

manual multiple illustrations to create the one master assembly; hence 

the same reference number for several parts.   The older parts 

manuals are available under DOCUMENTS tab dropdown "associated 

documents" to find

26

Why are reference numbers anywhere from 3 to 5 digit numbers 

that are not in numerical order in the parts listing.

By default the service parts list is in part number order.  You are able 

to sort any column by header using the arrows up and down

27 Why are some reference numbers in "boxes" where others are not

Illustrations show MODEL components while hotspots are specific to 

the spec which will appear in the parts list.

28

On SV600-0225 when you look up this engine, it only displays a  

"master breakdown".  This break down only shows the major 

components, NO notes, NO service bulletins, and NO specific part 

break downs. 

Clicking on the master assembly will open the full service parts list.  

Bulletins are located under Documents tab at top of initial page.  Enter 

literature title with "*" and select type from dropdown.  A bulletin can 

also be associated with a spec at the details level.  If a bulletin is 

associate to a component it can be found by clicking on the "paper 

clip"

29

I'm not able to get the option to look at carb parts such as gaskets, 

jets, and other consumable parts. 

Carburetors are serviced with repair kits and not all the individual 

components are available for service.  All carb kits have a reference 

number of 853 (with exception of Magnum and K-series)

30 How can I find the carburetor kits

In the parts list, search by reference number 853 under reference # 

for carb kit. (except Magnum and K-series and some Command).  We 

recommend you sort reference number with arrows next to the 

"reference" header.

31

When I click on the replacement kit and the carb assy reference 

numbers it doesn't highlight the p/n in the parts list, why?

Before clicking the hotspot, putting the reference number in sequential 

order is recommended for best viewing results

32

The carburetor parts breakdown did not properly display and I was 

not able to determine the proper part number for a service rebuild kit 

without contacting my central distributor.

In parts list, search by reference number 853 under reference # for 

carb kit. (except Magnum and K-series and some Command).  We 

recommend you sort reference number with arrows next to the 

"reference" header.
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